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T/W
Variations on a Writing Methods Course: Two
English Educators Across Four Decades
Amber Jensen and Deborah Dean, Brigham Young University
Nearly eighteen years ago, in 2004, our (Debbie and Amber’s) paths first
crossed when I (Amber) was an undergraduate student in Debbie’s teaching writing
methods course at Brigham Young University (BYU). For an assignment early in
the semester, Debbie asked me and my fellow students to write a five-paragraph
essay in which we weighed in on the debate about whether the five-paragraph theme
was a valuable way to teach composition in secondary schools. My response (part
of which is transcribed below and depicted in figure 1) argued in defense of the
five-paragraph model.
Variations on a Theme
Looking around me, I wondered if I was the only student in class who
disagreed with the uproar created by my fellow classmates––twenty-five other
future high school English teachers––as they disparaged the five paragraph essay
that has been such an integral part of my writing education. Portions of the followup literature I read supported their overwhelming condemnation: “Instead of
generating thinking, the formula deters it,” claims Foley (231). I overheard
students complaining that the strictures of the five paragraph essay do not allow
for students to incorporate concessions or counterarguments into their supporting
evidence, and that the formula limits thinking. Yet it seems to me that this
traditional formula has persisted for a reason; as Parker so concisely put it, “it
works” (80). It has worked for me not only in my early stages of writing, but
throughout my college career. Scaffolded by effective instruction, the fiveparagraph essay is an invaluable tool for teaching composition: not only does it
offer a concrete route for students intimidated by the writing process, but it also
channels students’ thoughts into a structured, cohesive structure, and most
importantly, it stands as a foundation of essential writing elements from which good
writers can (and inevitably will) build.

Figure 1. The first page of Amber’s essay about the five-paragraph theme from Debbie’s writing
methods class at BYU in 2004.

As an English teaching major, I viewed the five-paragraph structure as an
“integral part of my writing education” and a formula that “has worked for me not
only in my early stages of writing, but throughout my college career.”
At the beginning of a course designed to help prospective teachers learn
how to teach writing, my response reflects what we know is true for many teachers:
their beliefs about teaching writing are shaped, in part, by their own personal
academic experiences through the “apprenticeship of observation” (Lortie, 1975;
Smagorinsky & Barnes, 2014). We also know that what may have worked for one
English teacher in learning how to write won’t necessarily work for all their future
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students (Graham, 2019), nor will it reflect the kinds of writing that are important
now and into the future. Developing flexible writing teachers who are responsive
to their students and open to a range of writing experiences, genres, strategies, and
processes requires them to critically evaluate their own beliefs and practices.
Debbie’s writing methods course offered me a set of experiences that
challenged me to think more intentionally about what I wrote and which strategies
I used. In addition to traditional academic kinds of writing, Debbie invited us to
write personal pieces after reading mentor texts like “My Name” from Sandra
Cisneros’s The House on Mango Street and picture books like My House Has Stars
and The Secret Knowledge of Grown-ups. We read and composed two-voice poems
after reading selections from Joyful Noise: Poems for Two Voices by Paul
Fleischman. We wrote reading responses and a research paper, too. We submitted
assignment sheets and a unit plan and a final portfolio. We even took a final exam
in a blue book. But those kinds of writing weren’t the only kinds that counted. The
course encouraged me and my peers––future English teachers––to practice writing
for real purposes and to design unit plans and writing assignments that would help
our future students imagine themselves as writers in a variety of contexts, too.
It wasn’t until late in the semester that I began to grapple with the
proposition that what I had always understood as writing and teaching writing may
not be what I would replicate in my own future teaching practice. Maybe the
hamburger model of paragraphing could be replaced with student inquiry into
structures and transitions from real-world examples of writing. Maybe the personal
narrative assignment could go beyond a story for the teacher to grade; instead, it
could mirror the writerly moves published authors used, and my students could
choose the features and strategies they wanted to practice in their own writing.
I remember being struck by the way Debbie spoke from her own experience
as a teacher, including from the remedial English 9 class she had volunteered to
teach at the local public high school the same semester she was teaching my
methods course at BYU. If it was possible for Debbie to mentor ninth graders to
write for authentic audiences and to practice reflection, and if I was willing to
deconstruct my prior learning experiences to examine new options for teaching
writing, perhaps my future classroom would look different than my past classrooms
had. Debbie’s course, rooted in both academic scholarship and lots of practice being
a writer, served as a new model that would shape my future teaching practice.
Becoming Teachers of Writing
Between us, we have grappled with writing pedagogy as students,
secondary school teachers, and university-based English educators over the course
of nearly four decades. As figure 2 illustrates, our own development as writing
teachers includes a combined 19 years of studying to become teachers
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(undergraduate and graduate coursework), 19 years of secondary English teaching
practice, and 27 years of preparing preservice English teachers. Our teaching
journeys have taken us from undergraduate studies as preservice teachers at BYU
to classroom teaching on both coasts of the United States, through graduate school,
and now back to BYU as colleagues in the English department. We take this
opportunity, having come full circle, to reflect on the principles and influences that
shape the writing methods class that we both once took and that we both now teach.
In sharing how we have developed and revised the principles and practices of this
course, we hope to open conversations with our colleagues about the writing
methods course as it stands now and into the future.

Figure 2. A timeline depicts Debbie and Amber’s journeys as students, teachers, and English
educators across four decades.

We begin by acknowledging the range of influences and experiences that
we bring with us into teaching this course. We consider our own identities and
histories as writers, learners, teachers, scholars, and mentors of future teachers.
By recognizing the influences that have pressed upon our own trajectories, we
give space for the students in our writing methods classes to see themselves at the
very beginning of their own journeys as writing teachers.
Debbie
My journey as a writing teacher was a winding one. And traces of it show
up in the version of the course that Amber took and described above.
I was fortunate enough to go through the BYU English teaching program,
which had a separate course for teaching writing. Unfortunately, the only thing I
remember from the course was an image the professor showed on the screen from
an overhead projector: a dinosaur labeled with the parts of the five-paragraph essay
(see figure 3). As a preservice teacher, I understood the message of the cartoon.
That idea—that we should NOT teach the five-paragraph essay—was emphasized
repeatedly. Sadly, I don’t remember anything that she said we should do instead.
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So, when I started teaching in my first job, a junior high school in Washington state,
I really had no idea what else I was supposed to do.

Figure 3. Sandra Boynton’s image of the five-paragraph essay monster that Debbie remembers from
her undergraduate writing methods course (published in Rowlands, 2016).

I ended up doing what most beginners do: teaching the way I was taught
(Johnson, et al., 2003). For me, that meant the five-paragraph approach. So, I taught
it and learned to live with the nagging tension in my gut. After all, I rationalized, I
had done okay with this approach, right?
But when my talented students wrote mind-numbing five-paragraph essays
and I couldn’t give them any feedback because nothing was wrong with the way
they had filled out the format, I was unsatisfied. And so were they. They had all the
parts. The writing was just lifeless, and we all knew it. I needed to find a solution,
but where? How?
At a loss, I first tried the textbooks that were on the shelf in my classroom.
The textbook divided writing into four modes: descriptive, narrative, informative,
and persuasive. I encouraged my students to write about something they loved in
each of these modes. The writing was more interesting, but it still didn’t feel
authentic.
I went looking for writing examples. Real writing—the writing that exists
in the world—blends these different modes to do other things.
I read professional journals and tried some of the ideas I read in English
Journal. When one such task––not at all like school writing––ended up sounding
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like something students had seen on TV, I realized, students’ writing mimicked the
texts they were exposed to.
I had discovered that my students needed to write the things they used in
the world, the genres people interacted with. So, we wrote letters of complaint and
compliment––and mailed them. We wrote scripts for plays––and acted them out.
We didn’t have the term “mentor texts” in professional literature yet, but that was
what I stumbled on: writing that lives in the world was the writing we would do in
class.
Fast forward several years: I had gone to graduate school while I was
teaching, so I studied the questions I had about writing instruction. Now I was back
at BYU helping to prepare future teachers. And I was teaching the same class that
I had taken years before! I was determined that my students would remember more
than a five-paragraph dinosaur image. I was determined that they would have
something in their heads that would give them a better start than I had. I wanted to
do something more, which meant that my students would need to engage in some
of the teaching practices they would use in their future so that they would have a
foundation that might help them avoid those early pitfalls and start a little bit ahead
of where I had started.
Amber
It takes only briefly revisiting the artifacts of my early years teaching high
school English to remember how challenging it was for me to engage students in
authentic and meaningful writing experiences. Despite my ideals coming out of the
English education program at BYU about writing for a range of purposes,
audiences, and in a variety of genres, when I became a teacher, I found myself in
an academic environment rooted in tradition and pressured by high-stakes
assessment. My colleagues and I believed we were best meeting the state writing
standards and preparing our students for college by assigning primarily literary
analysis with some personal narrative on the side.
For a recent class session in the writing methods class I now teach, I dug up
some examples of writing assignments I had created in my earliest years as a ninthand tenth-grade English teacher in Northern Virginia. One of the assignment sheets
I shared with my current students, and that I share here as well, showcases some of
the ways I grappled with how I hoped to teach writing versus how I actually taught
writing at the beginning of my career.
In the “My Ithaca Essay” assignment (figure 4), my prompt suggests that
students “have some flexibility in how [they] organize [their] paper,” but the rest
of the page gives way to a directive guide to building a five-paragraph essay.
Perhaps I hoped that some students might break the formulaic pattern, but I can’t
recall helping writers consider how or why to approach any other organization for
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this kind of essay. Mostly, I prompted them to write an introduction, three text-toself connections, and a conclusion. The five-paragraph model was straightforward
to teach, it was already somewhat familiar to students, and frankly, it was easy to
grade. Despite my efforts to help students to connect their own lives to the literature
they were analyzing, this task reflected the writing most often taught in school. It
was “schoolish” writing (Whitney, 2011), a genre that doesn’t exist in the real
world, and it had only one audience: the teacher.

Figure 4. A page from a “My Ithaca” essay assignment sheet Amber created for ninth-grade students
in her early high school English teaching career highlights the five-paragraph essay structure.
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Thankfully, my approach to teaching writing, like Debbie’s, has evolved
throughout my teaching career. As I began to ask questions about my practice, as I
learned from colleagues and experts, and as I found my own professional voice, I
began to feel more confident adapting my writing curriculum in ways that I think
returned to the roots that had been established in Debbie’s class. It was through
experiences like the Northern Virginia Writing Project (NVWP) Summer Institute,
presenting my classroom-based research at NCTE, establishing a peer-tutored
writing center, learning more about digital and multimodal writing in my doctoral
studies, and continuing to tinker with my practice that I became more confident and
intentional about the choices I now make as a writing teacher. I’m still adapting and
changing as a writing teacher.
Revisiting artifacts of my early teaching years reminds me that the
developing and refining effective writing pedagogy can––and should––span a
career. I can’t expect my students to have it all figured out after a semester; instead,
I approach teaching a methods course with an expectation that the course functions
as a foundation for their future practice and learning.
Foundational Principles of the Writing Methods Class
With awareness of our own winding journeys to become the writing
teachers we now are, we approach teaching our writing methods course with the
humility to know that one three-credit hour class during one semester of our
students’ preservice teacher education will be only one of many influences that will
impact their future teaching practices (Barnes & Smagorinsky, 2016). We try to be
realistic about what we can expect from our students, and we aim to prioritize the
principles that we hope they can return to throughout their teaching careers. Above
all, we believe that creating authentic writing experiences (Lindblom, 2015;
Whitney, 2017); and activating reflection on writing and teaching (Hatton et al.,
1995, Taczak, 2015; Whitney et al., 2019) are the parts of our course that will
benefit our students most in the long run.
Below, we share five key principles that have shaped our writing methods
course from when Debbie began teaching it in 1999 and through our collaboration
on it since Amber’s return to BYU in 2019. Along with a brief description of each
principle, we share short examples of how these principles take shape in our
methods course. Where relevant, we also share excerpts of assignment sheets,
rubrics, and/or examples of student work.
Principle 1: The Best Teachers of Writing are Writers Themselves
We know that teachers of writing should be writers (Woodward, 2013), so
we ask students to write every day. Each class session begins with a writer’s
notebook (Debbie calls it a “scribble”), in which students spend up to 10 minutes
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writing in response to a shared experience. We show an image or a comic or a
YouTube video, we read a poem or a picture book or an excerpt from a longer work.
Then, we all just write. There is no explicit connection to the day’s learning
objectives in the writing our students do in their notebooks. We write along with
students, not responding to a formal or directive prompt. There is no expectation of
where our writing will take us. Each class session, we invite students to share their
writing aloud with the class, and at the end of the semester, each student revises
one piece to include in a portfolio shared with the whole group. Over time, this
unstructured daily writing and sharing gives students a chance to connect (or
reconnect) with themselves as writers. It builds a writing community among our
future teachers.
In addition to writer’s notebooks, students do a lot of other informal writing
throughout our course. For the first few classes, we write in genres that help build
a classroom community. Debbie asks her students to reflect on their habits and
preferences as writers in a “How to be a Writer” piece modeled from a feature
published in Runner’s World magazine (see figure 5).

Figure 5. One writing methods student’s “How to Be a Writer” page illustrates how this assignment
invites reflection into their writing preferences and writer identity at the beginning of the semester.
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Amber asks her students to interview an adolescent about their writing
experiences and then to compose two top-ten lists––one in which they describe
what they believe writing to be and one in which they define what their adolescent
interviewee believes writing to be (see figure 6). Each of these tasks is designed to
give students experience writing in non-traditional genres as well as to reflect on
how our attitudes and assumptions about writing can affect the way we approach
teaching (and learning) composition. Students in Debbie’s classes write in two
ongoing spaces in a classroom wiki—one provides a space to comment and
question course readings; the other is a classroom slice of life, an idea Debbie got
from the Two Writing Teachers blog (“Slice of Life,” 2008). In this way, we
practice a wide variety of writing and see how writing in these ways contributes to
a positive classroom climate.

Figure 6. One writing methods student’s personal writing top ten list (left) and the top ten list she
created about an adolescent she interviewed (right) showcase her inquiry into connections between
writer identity and beliefs.

As writing teachers, being aware of who we are as writers and extending
ourselves into new and unfamiliar kinds of writing experiences are an important
foundation for guiding the writing development of others. This is why we allocate
so much time to writing practice in our course and in each class session.
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Principle 2: Effective Writing Teachers Develop an Inquiry Stance into Their
Pedagogies
We recognize that the future teachers in our course have questions about
writing instruction that we simply don’t have time to answer in depth during the
semester. So we encourage our students to select the most pressing question they
have and conduct inquiry into it. We want the inquiry and its reporting to prefigure
practices (in both inquiry and sharing) that practicing teachers might use. In
Debbie’s class, the task is called the AQ––Answering a Question paper. In Amber’s
class, the task is called the “Good Ideas about Teaching Writing” Multigenre
Research Project (MRP), inspired by the work of Tom Romano (2000), Camille
Allen (2001), and Cathy Fleischer and Sarah Andrews-Vaughn (2009), and partly
in response to a collection of essays by college writing instructors called Bad Ideas
about Writing (Ball & Loewe, 2017).
For both versions of the inquiry project, two primary principles guide the
learning: (1) inquiry should be broad and deep, and (2) our students should share
their findings in new-to-them genres that practicing teachers use to share their
insights with other teachers. To begin, we brainstorm all the inquiry possibilities
teachers might use to learn more about the questions they have, trying to move the
inquiry away from traditional school research to the practice we hope our students
will use when they have their own classrooms. They still do some research in
professional journals, and we loan them books with chapters pertinent to their
question. But they also ask current teachers about their questions and interview
students (when possible). They read blogs and conduct social media investigations.
When possible, they observe classrooms and email authors of articles they have
questions about.
Another objective we have as teachers is to push our students out of their
comfort zones a bit by requiring them to choose unfamiliar genres to report their
findings. We encourage them to stretch to compose in genres they have little
experience with in order “to privilege the kind of
difficulties that increase new teachers’ experience of
being writing-learners and thus strengthen their
engagement with the teaching of writing” (Reid, 2009,
p. 207). So, students in class write podcasts and journal
articles, quick reference guides and blogs. They build
websites and write teacher newsletters. The QR code to
the left leads to one student’s three-episode podcast
response to this task.
During the inquiry and writing process, we
discuss, model, and practice writing strategies while
students write, strategies that they may use when they are
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teaching students in the future. We consider in discussion how our use of strategies
moves our writing forward and, in some cases, propels us over obstacles. Students
reflect on their processes and on how their processes can help them teach their
future students how to develop as writers.
More than anything, we hope this practice will encourage students to see
their inquiry in a more organic way—practicing teachers have questions that they
do inquiry about, and they share their findings in a variety of venues: conference
presentations, workshops, blogs, podcasts, and many others. We want our students’
future practice to be one of inquiry, writing, and going public, so this practice
becomes a central component of our writing methods course.
Principle 3: Beginning Teachers Benefit from Considering How to Plan for
Instruction
To connect their learning about writing with their learning about teaching,
the final project for the course is to create a unit plan for writing instruction.
Although we recognize––and acknowledge to our students––that planning
instruction without having actual students in front of them is not authentic, we
frame the task as a practice of a complex activity they will do throughout their
teaching careers, but with much less support and time. We hope that doing so
creates value for the unit plan outside of a real context (although students describe
a context for their plan, including an imagined grade level, time of year, length of
class periods, etc.).
The unit plans start with the end in mind: what kind of writing will they be
teaching? And that is key: we acknowledge that there is––and should be!––lots of
writing that happens in our classes. We brainstorm writing tasks across a range of
genres––podcasts, short story anthologies, opinion editorials, literary analysis
essays––and writing across a range of modes––narrative, expository, persuasive.
We imagine writing that is formal and planned and writing that is more informal
and spontaneous. We consider writing for a teacher and writing for broader, public
audiences. Unit planning is meant to show that our students can design instruction
specifically to help writers develop skills, which requires thinking about how to
teach writing, not just prompt it. As our students consider possibilities for their
units, we encourage them to consider moving beyond the kinds of writing they
wrote as students and also to design instruction tailored to future students that will
likely have different learning profiles than they had as students.
Once they have chosen a genre, students study writing prompts and learn
that composing an effective invitation to write is, in itself, an unfamiliar genre.
They must consider audiences (both students and their parents) and reflect on what
students need to know so they will want to begin the journey of writing whatever
the assigned task will be. How do they invite students to engage in writing? So,
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they draft their prompt, and then we exchange them in class. Each student hands
out two copies to other students who, over the next few days, complete the assigned
writing in any way an imagined middle- or high-school student might (except not
completing the assignment at all). This is an attempt to have students consider all
the ways a student (or parent) might interpret an assignment (including plagiarizing
if the option is available). We recognize (and hope) that before real students would
actually complete the assigned writing, they would study mentor texts and have
minilessons to help them through the writing process, but these initial peer
responses help future teachers consider gaps and holes they might not have thought
about and can plan for as they complete the rest of the unit.
With the genre decided, students identify a minimum of six mentor texts
they will use for the writing instruction and write what we call a Mentor Text List
where they contextualize the writing (why this writing, who is it for, what
challenges might they anticipate) and annotate each mentor text they plan to use
(See figure 7 for one example from a unit on place essays).

Nu-Way Lounge and Restaurant
The voice in this essay! It probably helps that the author is a writer by
profession, but the voice is strong. Asides and humor and stylistic elements
abound. So, the essay begins with listing the food that the restaurant is
known for: “There’s the ….” Repeated. And then he says, “So I don’t need
to write about all that.” In a paragraph all by itself. What a clever
introduction: fast paced and unusual. So this would be a good MT for
introduction options. The rest of the essay uses personal experiences,
sometimes told from an overview and sometimes up close, with a sense of
immediacy, to provide a sense of the kind of place this is—personal and
unusual and eclectic, summed up in another one-sentence paragraph: “No
one sat mesmerized by a smartphone.” In the immediate stories, we see all
the elements of story (plot, dialogue, setting, character), but they are used
to move the main idea along: this essay has no stated claim, but there is
definitely an implied one: This place inspires. All the examples share this
element, and the conclusion reinforces it.
Figure 7. In this annotation, a student identifies the features of a mentor text they selected for their
unit plan.

Next, students create a Must Have/Could Have chart (Dean, 2021) that
identifies the important features of the genre that they will need to consider for
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instruction. From this chart, they are then ready to consider a timeline, a set of
instructional activities, and the assessment criteria they will help students learn to
master. The unit plan is, essentially, a skeleton for instruction. Students develop
lesson plans for two days of the unit to demonstrate that they can turn the days from
the timeline into actual lessons.
During the unit planning process, our students write a wide range of genres
for a variety of purposes––assignment sheets, rubrics, teaching rationale, lesson
plans––and we try to draw attention to the challenges they feel as they write these
unfamiliar genres. Through ongoing reflection, we ask them to consider how their
experiences can help them learn about their future students and teaching.
Principle 4: Effective Writing Teachers Understand and Evaluate Assessment
Options
Another way we activate reflection throughout the semester is to ask
students to evaluate the different modes of writing assessment that we build into
the course. Throughout the semester, we respond to our students’ writing in
formative and summative moments: through individual writing conferences, digital
responses to wiki or discussion board conversations, typed or written comments in
the margins or at the end of their work, email or audio-recorded messages to the
author, etc. We want our students to understand the relationship––and the
difference––between response to and assessment of writing, so we draw their
awareness to the various ways we, as their teachers, model interacting with our
students’ writing (inquiry projects, unit plans, teaching materials, reader responses,
writer’s notebooks). In their responses to each other’s work (on the course wiki or
discussion boards, in writing groups, in their practice responses to each other’s unit
writing assignments), we also ask them to be intentional about how the mode of
response and, where relevant, assessment, fits the purpose of the writing task.
Since she began teaching the course, Debbie has used different kinds of
rubrics to respond to each major assignment students write during the semester.
Amber still has the rubrics that Debbie used to evaluate her writing when she was
a student in the course: a single-point rubric evaluating a paper paragraph by
paragraph; an analytic rubric describing criteria across four proficiency bands
(novice, intermediate, proficient, distinguished); and a second single-point rubric
framed by the six writing traits (ideas, organization, voice, sentence fluency, word
choice, conventions). Because students are mostly accustomed to having their
writing evaluated by rubrics, and because students often turn to rubrics as a default
assessment tool, we try to model a range of ways to use them. We call our students’
attention to the scholarly debate about the use of rubrics in a writing classroom
(e.g., Livingston, 2012; Turley & Gallagher, 2008; Wilson, 2007) in an effort to
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unsettle their assumptions about what kinds of writing assessment are most valid
and most valuable, and to help them choose the tool that best matches the task.
We now both include portfolio assessments, holistic scoring, selfevaluation, and peer feedback as part of the grading approaches students experience
throughout our course. In recent semesters, Amber has restructured the assessment
criteria of her students’ inquiry project to include process and product goals that
the students set for themselves. Rather than the teacher determining the criteria by
which each genre in the multigenre research project will be assessed, defining the
criteria for their products becomes an important metacognitive part of the students’
inquiry process. And rather than pre-determining a one-size-fits-all approach to
assessing the writing process, students get to set––and then self-evaluate––the
goals that will best stretch them as writers. For all students, general criteria about
the research and content of the project are determined and assessed by the teacher
(see figure 8 to see how the rubric is structured for teacher and student to take part
in the assessment process). But sharing the authority––and the burden––of defining
and assessing much of the project is a model that Amber has found valuable in
dismantling some of her own learned practices of teacher-as-grader. When the
students have a stake in the way their writing is evaluated, they are more likely to
meet the goals they set. Sharing assessment authority is a practice we hope our
students will take with them into their future classrooms.
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Figure 8. The assessment rubric Amber uses for the multigenre inquiry project includes criteria
and goals set and assessed by her students as well as by her.

Our goal throughout the semester is to help students critically evaluate,
through their experience, how different assessment practices shape students’
writing experiences and how teachers must grapple with a variety of grading tools.
Ultimately, in their final unit assessment plans, many students use rubrics as the
tool for writing assessment, but we hope that ongoing critical reflection will help
them be more intentional about their choices – and to see options even within
certain constraints.
Principle 5: Effective Writing Teachers Have an Expansive View of Writing
The final principle that guides our instructional decisions in the writing
methods course is one we hope has become evident throughout our descriptions of
the preceding principles: we believe it is imperative to expand our students’
conception of what counts––and what can count–– as writing in secondary English
classrooms. As future teachers who we hope will provide a range of writing
experiences for their students, we invite them into writing that is serious and writing
that is silly, writing that is open-ended and writing that is formulaic, writing that
invites questions and writing that provides answers. Our students write to us, their
teachers, they write for and with each other, they write for themselves, and they
write for their future students and colleagues. We want our students to experience
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the newness of writing that their future students will inevitably also feel––the
uncertainty of learning a new genre, anticipating what an audience might expect,
and practicing strategies they’ve never tried before. This is why our course
privileges writing beyond the traditional kinds of academic writing our students are
practicing in their other university courses. Our students write blog posts, podcasts,
memes, advice columns, letters to the editor, quick reference guides, top ten lists,
ABC books, blackout poems, assignment sheets, lesson plans, unit rationale, and
other genres we hope they recognize from the real world. We believe that modeling
the ways nontraditional genres can activate critical, academic, and exploratory
thinking will help our students imagine a wider range of writing possibilities in
their future English classrooms.
Ongoing Revisions to the Writing Methods Course
In some ways, I (Debbie) want to apologize to Amber for the course I taught
almost two decades ago. I have learned more in the years since, and I have tried to
reflect my learning in the course as I teach each year. I think that should be the
nature of teaching: always improving. I have noticed several patterns to my course
revision that I imagine will continue.
One of the first ways I note ongoing revisions is through course readings.
The book I now use, Strategic Writing (Dean, 2017), is practitioner-oriented and
focuses on a strategic approach, rather than the one I used in the past, which was
more theoretical. Although I still include some classic readings to help students
understand the theoretical foundations of writing instruction (Berlin, 1988; Elbow,
1983; Reither, 1985), I also use new journal articles when they address a current
issue in writing instruction. I now include blog posts (twowritingteachers.org,
writerswhocare.com, and movingwriters.org are favorites) and websites
(cultofpedagogy.com) as part of our readings so that students are able to hear from
current classroom teachers in conversation with the articles. The digital sources
allow for an immediacy, too, that makes sense today.
I still feel the need to have students write––a lot––but we do fewer formal
writing assignments than in the past. Instead, as they write a wider variety of less
formal writing, my students learn strategies for their own writing, strategies they
can teach their future students, ones that they will understand from practicing them
and knowing how it feels to use intentionally.
Certainly, technology has changed much of what happens in the course over
the years since I began teaching this course. At first, reading responses were written
on paper to me. In Amber’s years, students emailed me their reading responses.
Now, students engage with each other about the readings before class on the class
wiki. I read the conversation before class and use it to shape the discussion during
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class. Genre options for writing have broadened to include digital genres as well as
print ones.
Several years ago, I wondered why students struggled so much with
designing writing unit plans. I realized that when I modeled it for them, I was
modeling the same unit each time I taught the class––and I wasn’t really able to
show the messiness of unit planning. Now, each semester, I plan a new unit in front
of students––one I have never taught before––doing each aspect in front of them
while they are designing their own. In this way, I make visible the struggle to frame
a writing task, to consider what students will need to know, what strategies and
mini lessons will be most pertinent. And students see me doing that and being
messy (see figure 9). My vulnerability is a new facet of my teaching.

Figure 9. Images of Debbie’s in-the-moment unit planning demonstrate how she models her own
thinking behind planning a new unit to help her students see the complexity of the process.

Future Directions for the Writing Methods Course
For the record, I (Amber) think Debbie has no reason to apologize for the
class she taught me; it has served as a great foundation for my secondary––and now
postsecondary––teaching. I am grateful for Debbie’s humility and wisdom, both
when I took the writing methods class from her as an undergraduate and now as a
colleague and early-career professor. Since I have taught this course for much less
time than she has, I am still in the beginning stages of making revisions as I learn
from teaching it.
One way I have tried to make the course responsive to what I imagine my
students will need as they prepare to teach in today’s secondary schools is to include
ample opportunities to practice writing in and planning to teach writing in
multimodal and digital forms. The open-ended nature of the inquiry project and the
multiple genres that it invites naturally creates space for us to explore possibilities
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and challenges around digital and multimodal writing. I continue to learn from my
students about the digital communities and genres (e.g., Discord) they are engaged
with already, and I try to help them see connections between their digital writing
practices and their own development as writers and teachers. I look forward to
continuing to expand the range of writing communities and audiences my students
and I engage with as we adapt our conception of writing pedagogy to include new
and emergent genres of the 21st century (Jensen, 2020). I hope my students will see
my excitement about modifying my course to mirror relevant public and
professional writing as an approach they can take into their own classrooms during
the coming decades, as writing––and what we believe counts as writing for school–
–is sure to continue to evolve throughout their careers.
I am also deeply grateful for the ways our profession has made overt its
commitment to social justice and antiracist/antibias pedagogies in recent years, and
for the call to action that summons all of us––English educators, preservice
teachers, practicing teachers in K-12 and postsecondary settings––to step into the
work (Moore et al., 2018; NCTE Standards for the Initial Preparation of Teachers
of English Language Arts 7–12 (Initial Licensure), 2021). I commit to continually
revisiting how my writing methods course, its assignments, tools, and learning
experiences, and our community of writer-teachers can be a space for building
environments that represent and are safe for all students, including my students and
their future students. Currently, I include course readings such as What Antiracist
Language Teachers Do (NCTE Committee Against Racism and Bias in the
Teaching of English, 2019) and selections from The Antiracist Writing Workshop
(Chavez, 2021) to begin conversations with my students about the ways their beliefs
and choices about curriculum, assignments, response and assessment, and
assumptions about genre, voice, and usage can either include––or marginalize––the
students in their classrooms.
In future semesters, I look forward to using Michael Seward’s blog post,
“Decolonizing the Classroom: Step 1” to guide my students in conducting an equity
audit wherein they evaluate how their own beliefs about equity show up in their
writing unit plans. To check for bias and to privilege inclusion, they will evaluate
if or how they: “diversify materials and content; teach to learning outcomes that
address power and social justice; design assessments that allow diverse students to
demonstrate mastery in diverse ways; involve students in the creation of
knowledge, content, and curriculum; embrace diverse language usage in
interactions, writing and tests; and involve oneself at the institutional, local, state
and national levels to advocate for equity” (Seward, 2019). I hope that giving my
students the language to notice and name how their teaching choices can reinforce
or disrupt inherited hierarchies of power around race, gender, and sexuality will
help them engage their own professional voices around these topics in the future.
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As Debbie and I have reflected on our own decades-long journeys as writing
teachers and on the journey of the writing methods course we teach, we see the
excitement that comes with change and progression. We hope that what we are
offering for our students is a focused foundation that will ground their futures as
professionals. We are excited about the possibilities for the next iterations of this
course, and we look forward to learning from our colleagues and from our students
about the ways our course can continue to respond to the needs of preservice
teachers, their students, and the field of writing teaching as a whole.
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